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Coffee Brewing and Serving 

Thank you for volunteering to be a Coffee Hour Host. 

Your effort and time are greatly appreciated. 

 

SUPER IMPORTANT: Do NOT leave any food out unsealed!!! It must be in rodent 

proof containers. If there are not enough containers to leave out or place in the 

refrigerator: take them home or throw them in the garbage which you will take out 

before leaving. We don’t want rodent problems!  

 

Purchase one pint of half and half. There is powdered Coffee Mate just in case. Also 

purchase some ice for the water container.  

 

Please arrive at 10:00 am to start coffee by 10:10 am as it takes 1-1.5 hour to brew 

completely. 

 

Brewing 

1. Coffee is located in the freezer. Use Fair Trade “Fellowship” (blue bags) only. If 

the coffee is not in the freezer, you will need a key to open the closet at the west 

end between Beaman Hall and the Nursery. The key is on a hanger inside the 

Hospitality cupboard to the right of the refrigerator.  

2. Locate in the Hospitality cupboard, and the one to it’s left, between the 

refrigerator and sink: filters, pitchers, sweeteners, etc.  

3. Fill percolator marked EUUF NEW (it’s on the steel counter near the dishwasher) 

with cold water to 50 cups. Use the sink by the dishwasher as the hose and faucet 

allow room to fill the percolator. Since 50 cups of water can make the percolator 

quite heavy to carry to the pass-through counter, fill it as full as you can lift it and 

place it on the pass-through counter. Then add pitchers of water to fill it to 50 cups. 

You can also use the cart to take the percolator from the sink to the pass through. 

The coffee maker tends to leak so place a dish towel under it to catch the leaks.  

4. Place the stem and basket (marked EUUF New) in the pot with a flat filter. You 

will have to poke a hole in the center of the filter. Scissors are in the drawer by the 

microwave. 

5. Measure 3 cups of coffee for 50 cups. 

6. Plug the percolator into the outlet to the left of the pass through as you look out to 

Beaman Hall.  

7. Listen to urn to make sure it starts percolating. 

8. Red light comes on when it is finished. (Around 11:30) 
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If all else fails, there are coffee bags (single serving) in a tin marked Coffee single serve 

bags in the storage closet. There might be some in the coffee cupboard. Check there first 

to avoid a trip down the hall.  

 

Hot tea 

1. Using the smaller urn, fill about ¾ full. 

2. Insert the stem and basket as it makes the water boil much faster. 

3. Plug into outlet on the other side of pass through. 

4. Put baskets with tea bags (regular and decaf) nearby.  

 

Water 

1 Fill a pitcher with ice and water (refill as necessary). 

Place stack of plastic or paper cups beside it. 

 

Snacks 

In the closet at the far end of the hall—by the Nursery (get the key from the Hospitality 

Cupboard to the right of the refrigerator)—is where the snacks are stored in small metal 

“garbage cans”.  Pick one or two of the items: Popcorn, Veggie Straws or Dried Fruit to 

serve. Place the snacks out on the tables in Beaman Hall. Add the snack signs that are in a 

Ziploc bag in the coffee cupboard. Some say Gluten Free others say Not Gluten Free. 

Add a serving spoon for each snack.  

 

Set Up 

1. Tables and chairs should already be set up BUT if they aren’t, please place one 

large table parallel to the pass-through. Place 2 other long tables perpendicular to 

that one. Place another table somewhere towards the far end with folding chairs (in 

the hallway from Beaman Hall to the emergency exit).  

2. Set out napkins and paper plates. These will go on the “side tables” for treats. 

There are plastic tablecloths in a cupboard in the closet at the far end of Beaman 

Hall. Strictly optional.  

3. Coffee mugs are under the pass through. Set them out on the trays on the serving 

table. 

4. Add small pitchers of half and half, napkins, stir sticks and a basket or two of sugar 

and sweeteners.  

5. The light switches are next to the pass through on the Beaman Hall side. There are 

other switches around the Hall. Turn on all the lights. 

 

Serving 
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There is a speaker in the kitchen to listen to the service as you are setting up. If you are 

finished, feel free to join the service. Return before the last hymn/before the service 

ends. 

1. Pour coffee into several carafes and set out on the nearest table. 

2. Pour half and half into small pitchers and set out by coffee pitchers and the large 

urn. 

3. Monitor carafes and other items for refill as needed. 

4. Set out waste baskets for garbage. 

If at any time you need help or have questions, please feel free to ask others in the 

kitchen or in Beaman Hall as many folks have volunteered before. There are several folk 

who have volunteered to answer quick questions if they are in attendance upstairs. They 

are: Marilyn and Mike Mallory, Sarah and Chuck Taylor, Marilyn Bosckis, and Marijo 

Duprey. If they are not available, there are others who may be able to answer your 

question. 

 

Clean up 

1. Around Noon or a bit thereafter (when most of the gatherers depart), begin clearing 

the tables. Often folks bus their own cups to the dishwasher area.  

2. Place as many cups as possible in the dishwasher. Add other dishwasher safe items 

as practical. 

3. When it is full, add detergent (on counter) and start the washing. Turn the tented 

sign to “Clean”. The process takes two hours so you may leave once the washing is 

started and all serving items are hand washed or put away. 

4. The carafes should be rinsed and placed back up on the racks by the dishwasher.  

5. You may need to hand wash the cream pitchers.  

6. Return all sweeteners, extra cream, paper plates, napkins, etc. to their appropriate 

cupboards or refrigerator. 

7. Sweep the floor. The broom and dust pan are in the closet marked “Sump Room” 

at the bottom of the “kitchen” stairs.  

8. Wipe down all the tables and pass through counter as well as any other areas that 

need it.  

9. Monday the Marysville Community Lunch volunteers will use Beaman Hall so you 

may leave the long tables out for their use.  

10.  Empty all the trash containers and take the bags out to the dumpster in the 

parking lot. The key to unlock the dumpster is in the Janitor Closet at the bottom 

of the “kitchen” stairs, Replace all trash containers with fresh bags for the 

Marysville Community Lunch group. They are usually at the bottom of most of the 

trash cans. If not, don’t worry about it. The MCL folks know where the spares are.  

11.  Turn out all the lights when you leave. 

Thank you again for your service! 


